WHAT IS
SEARCHWORKS PLUS?
SearchWorks Plus is a solution where search results from multiple sources can be
combined into a custom report to integrate into your systems via a REST API.

All searches are done ‘LIVE’ to avoid supplying information that is out-of-date and is
charged on a per search basis. This means no hidden registrations or monthly
subscriptions.

CLOUD HOSTED Utilising Cloud Technology greatly increases the reliability and
uptime of our application; this means you can carry on with business as usual without
unnecessary interruptions.

API INTEGRATION Single API Call returning JSON and/or PDF Results. API Documentation
Portal for streamlined Developer Integration.

SECURE Vulnerability and Security Scanned weekly by a Trusted 3rd Party Specialist.
Secured by HTTPS and using the latest version of TLS. Client Data is not stored but delivered
directly per request.

WHAT
WE OFFER:
IDENTITY VERIFICATION Verify the status of an ID number, associated with a
customer. Validate using multiple data sources at your disposal.

BANK ACCOUNT VERIFICATION Request validity and credibility on a provided
bank account, associated with a customer.

TRACE AND CONTACT DATA Obtain and verify contact, addresses, financial and
adverse details, associated with a customer. Validate using four of the major Credit Bureaus.

CREDIT CHECKS Obtain a Credit profile on a Consumer or Company, containing judgment,
adverse, alerts and repayment profiling, via all of the major Credit Bureaus.

PROPERTY VALUATIONS Provides detailed property valuations on erven,
schemes, farms and streets.

VEHICLE VALUATIONS Obtain the most recent vehicle trade-in and market value
information using the unique MM Code.

CIPC Obtaining information about companies or organisations registered in South
Africa including a list of directors.

DEEDS OFFICE SEARCHES Obtain information on properties that are registered
to a person, company or trust at the Deeds Office.
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